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International based communities thrive with a multitude of diverse and talented individuals as the backbone of their societies. Producing high quality video con-tent has become an even easier task as a result of today’s advancements in technology, therefore advertising globally should be a paramount to the Media and Arts programme. The main objective of this thesis was to produce a promo-tional video for the programme without using a client brief, but to use research and UX techniques to discover what the UK target audience might be interested in.  Research was initiated by defining the causes for UK students to be uninterested in studying abroad. Surveys conducted by the British Council were used, as well as benchmarking the students’ choices when moving on from college. Based on a study into how to produce a successful promotional video, a video concept was created in the form of a treatment and script. The final concept was then uploaded online for the target audience to see, and feedback was offered to draw conclu-sions as to whether the script was a success or a failure.  The results indicated that having a story driven video can be used as a platform 
to garner interest into the degree programme. The target audience’s perceptions about studying abroad were brought forward in the video and challenged. The script was deemed a success based on the positive feedback it received, how-ever there was still a lot of work to be done if it was ready to be presented to a client in the future.  
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ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMS  
 
 
Algorithm  A process or set of rules to be followed in calculations or 
other problem-solving operations, especially by a 
computer 
cr credit  
CU  Close up 
DSLR A digital single-lens reflex camera 
MS  Medium shot 
Organic video Refers to video content shared using the free, built-in 
capabilities of a particular platform 
Panning shot Cinematographic technique in which the camera stays 
in a fixed position but swivels in a horizontal plane 
TAMK Tampere University of Applied Sciences  
Tilting shot Cinematographic technique in which the camera stays 
in a fixed position but rotates up/down in a vertical plane 
Tracking shot Any shot where the camera follows backward, forward 
or moves alongside the subject being recorded 
Treatment A pre-production document that summarizes a video's 
concept and defines the creative slant of the final prod-
uct 
TRT  Total running time 
UIS The UNESCO Institute for Statistics is a trusted source 
of internationally-comparable data on education, 
science, culture and communication 
UX User experience is a person's emotions and attitudes 
about using a particular product, system or service. 
Viral video A video that becomes popular through a viral process of 
internet sharing, typically through social media websites 
VO  Voice over 
WS  Wide shot 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Storytelling and video-based work has been something that I have had a passion 
for since I was young. This developed even further when getting accepted to the 
Media and Arts programme, studying interactive media. Embracing first-hand the 
life changing experience that moving to another country, also to study, brings to 
a person, inspiration was taken for this thesis when working for the department. 
The Media and Arts programme excels at delivering high quality work. To keep 
this up, just like any other business, advertising the programme is a key to keep-
ing the high level of education in place. As we continue to live in a world where 
humans learn from each other, promoting the university into the United Kingdom 
market should have substantial effects to the programme, being that the language 
is taught in English. However, uprooting and starting fresh in a different country 
can be a scary concept, therefore, it’s challenging to find the right marketing mes-
sage to a UK audience.  
 
Advances in technology are making the world more digitally based, making it eas-
ier for advertisements to reach different countries. Creating video is much easier 
thanks to smart phones and other devices, and websites such as YouTube and 
Facebook are home to millions of videos per day (Premiumbeat 2015, 13). Video 
is appearing more often in marketing (Wyzowl 2020), therefore one of the aims 
of this thesis is to investigate how other businesses use these techniques. As a 
result, a promotional video for the Media and Arts programme will be made. 
 
Furthermore, by using a consumer first approach, a study will be made about 
what the target audience wants to see rather than using a client-based brief. 
Working with a client has many benefits, such as using strict guidelines to dictate 
the workflow to the process. However, it also has its own downfalls. Skipping this 
stage and researching what the audience is interested in, could potentially be 
better suited for the overall of the product. As a result of this research, the out-
come will be in the form of a treatment, script and a storyboard to back up the 
idea, for a promotional video online. Once completed, a survey will be created to 
garner feedback regarding the script.  
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2 BACKGROUND 
 
 
Tampere University of Applied Sciences (TAMK) is a full member of Tampere 
Universities community since 2019, based in Tampere, Finland. TAMK is 
responsible for providing education in nine fields of study: Agriculture and 
Forestry, Arts, Business Administration, Education, Engineering, Manufacturing 
and Construction, Health and Welfare, Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICTS), Services, and Social Sciences. (Tuni 2020.) The school 
offers a multitude of degrees taught in English, more specifically in this case, the 
Media and Arts programme. Media and Arts is split into three fields; Interactive 
Media, Music Production and Fine Arts, each lasting four years. 
 
Students across the world go through an increasingly stressful period in their lives 
when it’s time for them to choose between going to University or take up a work 
placement, leave their studies behind and step into a working role (Owen 2018). 
Any chosen placement could cost a student up to £9,250 per year in tuition fees 
(Playdon 2018). Taking into consideration the living costs in the UK, a student 
could find themselves in considerable debt at the end of their studies. 
 
Universities are investing more time and money into their own marketing 
strategies thanks to the introduction of more online courses and apprenticeships. 
Without doing so, they run the risk of disappearing online to other competitors. 
Being able to access new technology means that time spent online has doubled 
over the past ten years, with the average 16-24-year-old spending twenty-seven 
hours a week on their phones, tablets and other devices. (Tattersfield 2017.) 
Therefore, social media has become more accessible over the years, providing 
new opportunities for universities to advertise their programmes.  
 
According to Hesa (2019), there were over two million students at universities 
across the UK for the 2018/19 year. This gives evidence that there is still a huge 
demand for students who wish to take their education to the next level. With over 
30 000 different university courses available (Owen 2018), students are now at a 
place where they have an overwhelming amount of choices. This could also affect 
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any sort of marketing plan, as the market becomes saturated with universities 
trying to provide the same experience.   
 
When thinking about how to advertise a degree programme to a foreign country, 
a different approach must be made. Finland was ranked at number one for being 
the “happiest country” in 2018 as well as being voted for having the “best 
education system in the world” (Gunawardena 2019). The prestige of the chosen 
country could persuade a student to take their adventure abroad, offering a 
different sort of experience. 
 
Studying at a university abroad could have a positive impact on a future career. 
In a crowded job market, getting a degree abroad may be the one thing that sets 
a graduate apart to the other candidates. It shows the employer that the candidate 
is willing to immerse themselves in a foreign environment, taking themselves 
outside of their comfort zone. (Bhagan 2016.) Studying abroad can improve a 
person, as they are allowing themselves to experience a new culture of learning, 
as well as being a part of an international university, it provides an opportunity to 
learn from people from all over the world. 
 
Julia Watson, assistant director for marketing at Bucks New University states 
using current students for their marketing has found great success. Subject 
specific films were created, as well as an animation distributed through YouTube 
which managed to get over 230 000  views since its launch in 2017. The films 
were based on phone calls with students about what they liked about the 
University. (Hall 2017.)   
 
2.1 The target audience 
 
As the title of this thesis suggests, the target audience for the promotional video 
will be the UK, more specifically 18-25-year olds. The UK was chosen due to the 
home connections to the author of this thesis, as well as seen as a good oppor-
tunity to try and encourage more UK natives to apply to the programme. The 
Media and Arts programme is taught in English; therefore, no Finnish language 
is needed. Furthermore, Finland was ranked fourth in the world for English-speak-
ing countries, due to the fact Fins learn English at an early age in school. (Öhberg 
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2017.) However, as Figure 1 suggests, it is a different story for nationals of the 
UK. British are stereotypically known for not knowing another language outside 
of their mother tongue (ESOL 2019.) 
 
Figure 1. Population aged 25-64 were asked whether they knew one or more 
foreign language. (Eurostat 2019) 
 
In 2016, more than half of the adult working-age populations of Bulgaria (50.5 %), 
Hungary (57.6 %), Romania (64.2 %) and the United Kingdom (65.4 %) reported 
that they did not know any foreign language. On the other hand, Finland (92.1%) 
boasted one of the best percentages. The 92.1% statistic is further proof that 
knowledge of the Finnish language is not necessarily needed to study in Finland. 
From this research, a priority goal for the promotional video should be to create 
a clear message that knowing Finnish is not necessary to live in the country. 
However, students could be encouraged to try out a new language by attending 
a university in a different country. 
 
Brexit will have a fundamental effect on the UK target audience, being made 
official on the 31st January 2020. Details are still sparse, but Brexit could make it 
more difficult for UK students to move to Finland, due to residency rights, 
healthcare and tuition fees. (My Gov 2020.) Although not something which will 
affect the video, it is still an important factor to consider when planning any 
marketing material for the programme.  
 
Learning where UK students elect to study abroad gives an insight as to where 
students prefer to study across the world. Unesco, the Institute for statistics (UIS) 
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develop, produce and analyse cross-nationally comparable data. This allows 
countries to benchmark their progress towards their development goals. They 
can provide data to the public which can spotlight issues which need more 
support in different sectors. Using this data, a chart indicating the top five most 
popular university destinations for UK students was made. Included was Finland, 
which placed 24th in the data. 
 
As seen in Figure 2, the USA outshines the rest of the world as the most popular 
destination for UK students, Finland finished 24th (314 students). The data 
suggests distance is not a problem when studying abroad. The data also suggest 
that students feel more comfortable choosing a university with the same mother 
tongue, however there could be other factors which dictate these motives. 
 
FIGURE 2. UIS data on the five most popular countries for UK students 
(UNESCO UIS 2019) 
 
2.1.1 Apprenticeships 
 
Despite the rise in tuition fees in the UK, higher education is still a popular option 
when graduating from college, with 199 300 18-year olds across the UK accepted 
to degree courses (Knowles 2019). However, universities now face competition 
with the rise in apprenticeships as they are now being recognised as an equal 
alternative to any university around the world. In the year 2017 to 2018, there 
were 10 880 apprenticeships starts at level 6 and 7. These are equivalent to a full 
Students
1st USA - 10,316 2nd Netherlands - 2,723 3rd Germany - 2,255
4th Australia - 2,235 5th France - 2,139 24th Finland - 314
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degree which are expected to be achieved at university. 6 420 of these 
apprenticeships were also degree apprenticeships, ranging from foundation 
degree level to full master’s degrees. In an apprenticeship it is possible to earn 
money whilst learning, a big advantage over studying at university, as well as 
invaluable work experience. (Knowles 2019.) 
 
It is important to understand what the term apprenticeship is and means, as the 
terms “apprenticeship” and “internship” are often confused between each other. 
In an apprenticeship, the apprentice is employed to work a real job whilst also 
studying for a formal qualification. Furthermore, a contract is usually signed with 
the employer, especially in the case if it is paid work. During the apprenticeship, 
the employer provides work-based training as well as training towards a qualifi-
cation such as a National Vocational Qualification (NVQs) and foundation de-
grees. NVQs range from level 1 to level 5 and are recognised as work-based 
qualifications. In most cases, the candidate is usually guaranteed a job upon com-
pletion of their programme. Intermediate and advanced programmes could last 
between one and two years, depending on the type of qualification. (Knowles 
2019.) 
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FIGURE 3. Apprenticeship vs degree statistics. (AAT) 
 
Figure 3 gives a glimpse to the types of tricky decisions a student must make 
towards the end of their college years. One important statistic which sticks out is 
that 50% of recent graduates are in non-graduate-level jobs. This statistic 
appears to favour more the apprenticeship route. This is because with an 
apprenticeship, the apprentice is already in work, based on the chosen subject. 
On average, research suggests that the average University graduate in the UK 
has a starting salary of £14,734 while those who complete an apprenticeship on 
average have a starting salary of £18,463. (AAT.) This gives the support of 
apprenticeships over university as some feel that it is possible to gain more of an 
initial benefit in life.  
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However, going to university remains the go-to choice of students. Many 
employers are still choosing university graduates over students with 
apprenticeship qualifications, despite the course being fully qualified. This 
perception offers a huge advantage to universities who are looking to recruit 
students. (Owen 2018.) With that being said, the Media and Arts programme can 
use this to its advantage as they offer a degree programme, which includes 
working with clients and work experience during the student’s studies (Tuni 
2019). 
 
2.1.2 British Council survey 
 
Moving to a new country can be a daunting experience with a lot of time and 
careful consideration needed, and it should not be made rationally. Moving to a 
foreign country, the culture and lifestyle shock should be taken under 
consideration. (Pacific Prime.) Consequently, understanding what motivates UK 
students to study abroad and a general overview of how they feel towards it 
should be made for this thesis.  
 
Broadening Horizons, produced by the British Council, was launched in 2013. 
The series provides data for UK universities on what drives and motivates 
students to study abroad. In 2017, they produced the latest series titled 
“Broadening Horizons: Addressing the needs of a new generation”. It surveyed 1 
033 UK-domiciled students about their overseas study aspirations. 
 
 
FIGURE 4. Survey of 1033 students were asked whether they are considering 
studying abroad. (British Council 2017) 
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The survey revealed that 70% of the 1000 selected students would not consider 
studying abroad. An interesting statistic that suggests there was a challenge 
when it comes to encouraging UK students to take their studies abroad.   
 
FIGURE 5. 187 students were asked what level of overseas study they would 
consider. (British Council 2017) 
 
Of the 187 students who said they were interested in studying abroad, over 50% 
of the students stated they would study abroad as part of their undergraduate 
course. Undergraduate is a term used for a student who is studying for a 
bachelor’s degree. The other levels of study in this survey are irrelevant to this 
thesis, as the Media and Arts programme is a Bachelor of Culture and Arts. 
 
 
FIGURE 6. Statistics behind student’s desired length of time for going abroad. 
(British Council 2017) 
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FIGURE 7. Statistics behind student’s who want to study abroad for non-aca-
demic reasons for going abroad. (British Council 2017) 
 
Looking at the statistics from Figure 6, it’s clear to see that students would prefer 
to do some sort of exchange study in another country rather than relocate long 
term. This should be taken into consideration as it helps understand the mindset 
of a possible applicant. Moving abroad short term is a less of a risk compared to 
long term. This method is called an exchange programme, where the UK student 
is already in university. They can then apply via Erasmus for example and do one 
or two study terms abroad. There are many variables to consider as to why a 
student would prefer a one-year study over four years.  
 
Figure 7 indicates the motives behind why a student may choose to study abroad 
for non-academic reasons. 69% of selected students chose that they wanted to 
travel and have a unique adventure. This leaves an interesting verdict on the 
thought process of the student, considering tuition fees were one of the lowest 
chosen options, however this could be due to the fact tuition fees are non-
applicable in exchange programmes if the student elects this option. An important 
note from this statistic is that no student selected “none of the above” which 
suggests every student had a clear motive for studying abroad.  
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FIGURE 8. What concerns a student who is interested in studying abroad may 
have. (British Council 2017) 
 
The students who were interested were also asked as to what concerns they may 
have with studying abroad, with the majority having fears over the living costs. 
This data shows that there are many fears when it comes to studying abroad, 
with a large group showing that they are worried about their social life, leaving 
friends and family behind. 
 
When collecting this sort of data, it is important to also research why someone 
from the UK would not be interested in studying abroad. The students who 
selected no to studying abroad, were asked the same questions. 
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FIGURE 9. Why a student for non-academic reasons would not study abroad. 
(British Council 2017) 
 
The information given from Figure 9 helps understand the mindset of the students 
some more. To no surprise it was said again that cost is a major factor to choose 
to stay in the UK. However, this statistic is a little misleading as it also included 
tuition fees. The cost of living could provide many challenges for a student to 
move to Finland, as it is worth noting the cost of living in Finland is much higher 
than in the UK. According to Numbeo, students with a purchased student card 
can get various discounts but generally the cost of living is much more such as 
weekly grocery shopping. The average price of grocery shopping is currently 
14.13% higher than the UK, restaurants are 11.80% higher and consumer prices 
are 8.74% higher. (Numbeo 2019.)  
 
From this data it is easy to see and understand a longer thought process is 
required when deciding whether studying abroad is worth it. It also provides 
necessary evidence that students take their study options more seriously, they 
want to be informed and are weighing up a variety of different factors when 
considering their choices. 
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FIGURE 10. What would motivate students to change their minds about studying 
abroad. (British Council 2017) 
 
In correlation to Figure 9, Figure 10 shows that students who are not interested 
in studying abroad, would possibly reconsider their views if financial insecurities 
were managed. Finances, however, are a difficult topic to consider for any 
marketing material and are usually avoided. Additionally, the second most 
popular answer pointed towards the university providing better job prospects for 
the future. The TAMK website contains additional information regarding job 
prospects, something which could potentially be included in the promotional 
video. 
 
Consequently, the following research questions must be asked whilst using this 
data; how to make an informative, clear and entertaining promotional video and 
how do other universities advertise their product. The video should make the 
student want to study abroad. 
 
2.2 Media and Arts programme 
 
The Media and Arts programme is a degree programme taught in English, based 
in the Mediapolis campus, situated in Tampere. The successful candidates have 
the prospect to gather 240 ECTS credits over a four-year period. The programme 
focuses on a hands-on approach to learning, with practical projects and real-life 
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client work. Being an international based school, students are submerging 
themselves into a diverse and multidisciplinary environment. (Opintopolku 2020.) 
 
The programme offers students creative freedom by allowing them to choose 
their own study plan. There is a possibility to combine studies across all three 
study paths, as well as the chance to join the games academy which is run for 
one year. There is also the opportunity for students to take their studies abroad 
during an exchange period or practical training, including the Erasmus 
programme. (Opintopolku 2020.) 
 
2.2.1 Entrance Exams 
 
Already proving a cheaper alternative, applying to the University is free of charge. 
The fee for UCAS applications in the UK is £20 for a single choice or £25 for 
multiple courses as of 30 June 2020, up from £18 - £24 (UCAS 2019). The next 
step is then varied depending on the university. Applicants are invited for an 
interview and in some cases, must take part in a workshop of some kind. 
 
The Media and Arts programme have a different system to attract applicants. The 
application consists of a pre task, usually given out at the end of November, 
where the applicant has around two months to complete. The applicant must 
choose their given study path at this point, based on the corresponding task. Only 
120 of the best applicants will then be invited for interviews. (Opintopolku 2020.) 
 
An online interview will then take place in spring if invited. Applicants will be tested 
during this interview based on their English skills, motivation towards the 
programme and suitability to the field of study. The pre-task will also be used 
during this process. An online interview process provides easy access for 
students around the world to apply to the programme, as they do not need to 
travel to Finland until they are accepted. (Opintopolku 2020.) 
 
2.2.2 Advertising Media and Arts on YouTube 
 
One of the many places the Media and Arts programme can be advertised is on 
the YouTube platform. As seen in Figure 11, the original YouTube channel page 
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for TAMK already had a high subscriber number. Some videos reached around 
1 500 views, thus meaning the videos were reachable to an audience, however 
the videos are up to four years old which should be taken into consideration. 
 
 
Figure 11. Screenshot of the original TAMK YouTube channel page. (TAMK 
2020) 
 
On TAMK’s YouTube channel page, they have often used students work to 
advertise TAMK. Often part of a project produced by students, they were to come 
up with an advertisement for the degree programme. The best ones were chosen 
to show online, showcasing the talent of the school. 
 
 
Figure 12. Screenshot of a promotional video produced by film studies students, 
on the YouTube channel page. (TAMK 2017) 
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TAMK also chose to do documentary styled promotional videos, directly using 
past and present students to represent the university (Figure 13). They inform the 
viewer what TAMK has meant for them and how it has or will help progress their 
future careers. This gives a possible applicant an indication and motivation for 
them to apply.  
 
 
Figure 13. Screenshot of a video promoting Interactive Media. (TAMK 2017) 
 
After the merger between University of Tampere and Tampere University of 
Technology, with TAMK joining the fold, it meant everything was put under one 
roof. A new YouTube channel was created in 2018 to represent everything under 
the Tampere University branch. This new channel boasts far less subscribers 
meaning less reach for an audience. (Figure 14.) 
 
 
Figure 14. Screenshot of the Tampere Universities homepage on YouTube. 
(Tampere Universities 2020) 
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 Figure 15. Screenshot from the Tampere Universities homepage on YouTube. 
(Tampere Universities 2020) 
 On the new YouTube channel, there was a wide range of different videos on the 
channel. Interview style videos were produced advertising the Game Academy 
courses. Except for this, there was a lack of Media and Arts produced content. 
This leaves an open opportunity for new original content to be placed on the 
channel, which could advertise the programme globally.   
23 
     
3 VIDEO MARKETING 
 
 
“Consumers need to engage with a brand’s marketing message at 
least seven times before they commit to purchasing a product, as the 
age-old marketing maxim goes. A university education isn’t a 
commodity, but similar ‘buying behaviours’ can be seen in students 
who are looking for the best place in which to invest in their future.” 
(Tattersfield 2017). 
 
Tattersfield brings up an interesting point when it comes to marketing university 
education. When advertising education, it is imperative to note that the degree 
programme is a type of product, similarly to any product advertised by a company. 
However, not only is education the selling point, but also the lifestyle and culture 
to the student. The target audience should be influencing all creative decisions at 
this point.  
 
Video marketing is a simple process to understand. It uses video to promote or 
market a brand, product or service (Stringfellow 2017). Video marketing is also 
data driven so it is important to keep track of engagement levels, such as views 
and view time. Short and engaging video material which tells a story to the con-
sumer is recommended by Stringfellow. Hook the audience into the message of 
the video from the beginning, making it feel relatable as possible. Using a video 
for marketing helps the audience retain information. Hearing information accom-
panied with imagery has an average of 65% retention, three days later. (Stringfel-
low 2017.)  
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FIGURE 16. Marketers were asked whether video was an important part of their 
marketing strategy. (Hayes 2020) 
 
Businesses were asked whether video was important to their marketing 
strategies, and as seen in Figure 16, more and more businesses are now 
focusing on producing video material for their marketing campaigns compared to 
2015. Furthermore, another 59% of businesses who don’t currently use video, 
will begin to in 2020. (Wyzowl 2020.) This provides evidence that video is an 
important infrastructure in most businesses as we moved forward into the future. 
Potentially, this is something the Media and Arts programme marketing can look 
towards also.  
 
According to Wyzowl (2020), 96% of people when surveyed have watched an 
explainer video. An explainer video is a video which allows the audience to learn 
about a product or service, providing information which the intended audience 
has sought out. Furthermore, 84% of people admitted that they had been 
convinced to buy a product or service after watching a brand’s video and 74% 
said they had been convinced to download an app or software. Video also has a 
chance to be shared and go viral, with people revealing they are twice as likely 
to share video content with their friends. Humour could also help a video go viral 
across the internet with this method. These are interesting figures and gives 
examples as to how video can influence a consumer.  
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Figure 17. Chart displaying what type of video is consumed online in the UK. 
(Ofcom 2019) 
 
Looking into what the UK public watch online helps better understand the target 
audience. According to Ofcom, music videos still dominate what people look at 
with 62% of the poll but “how-to” videos and reviews are following closely behind, 
taking up 57% and 39% respectively. As the internet evolves, YouTube is 
continually evolving as well as it becomes increasingly used more as a search 
tool, with 40% of UK adults searching directly via the YouTube website or app in 
2019. (Ofcom 2019.)  
 
3.1 Choosing the right platform 
 
With the internet continuously outgrowing TV, with 6 out 10 people preferring 
online video compared to live TV, apps such as Facebook, YouTube and Insta-
gram lead the way. Therefore, it becomes vital picking the right platform for the 
video, to maximise its potential. (O’Neil-Hart & Blumenstein 2016.) 
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Figure 18. Where do people spend their time online in the UK? (Ofcom 2019) 
 
As seen in Figure 18, the UK audience consumes a lot of video. In this example, 
“Google sites” includes YouTube and “Facebook” includes Instagram. The stats 
suggest that 9/10 users are using YouTube and Facebook each day which means 
there’s a huge marketing opportunity for anybody wanting to advertise on social 
media pages. However, it also shows that the market is over saturated with online 
content and competition is fierce. 
 
 
Figure 19. Chart displaying what social media sites are used by adults in the UK. 
(Ofcom 2019) 
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According to the report by Ofcom, video accounted for most of the UK traffic 
online. Facebook has declined slowly as more and more video apps are brought 
onto the market every day. Other video platforms such as Tik Tok and Dailymo-
tion could also be used, as well more premium apps such as Vimeo and Wistia, 
which offer more features when signed up to advanced pricing levels (Buckley 
2019).  Having a diverse range of different apps and websites to choose from 
brings only more free creative thinking to the table, as each app presents different 
benefits to the video.  
 
Facebook boasts 2.45 billion monthly active users although the trend for teenag-
ers using the social media site is lowering each year. Running adverts is a pos-
sibility on the platform, with impressions increasing to 37% in 2019, however this 
costs money to apply. Videos are becoming more popular, accounting for around 
11% of the posts made. What separates Facebook from YouTube is how videos 
are seen by the public. On Facebook, users are typically scrolling through the 
platform. Because of this scrolling element, users tend to watch 85% of videos 
silently. (Aboulhosn 2020.) The imagery of the video must tell the story, if the 
viewers are not listening to the audio. Captions can also be used to help viewers 
understand what is going on.  
 
YouTube however runs on a different system, because if someone is on the 
YouTube site, most likely they are there to specifically watch video content. A 
video may appear to the audience because they have searched for that specific 
channel or a certain keyword relating to the topic of the video. (O’Neill 2020.) 
Views to the video would most likely come from specific searching who are inter-
ested in the programme, or by subscribers who have already subscribed to the 
Tampere University channel page. YouTube also uses algorithms to make videos 
accessible to the public. The YouTube algorithm is a computerized system that 
ranks videos. Originally the algorithm was based on views, however due to the 
huge amount of content it was changed in 2012 where YouTube now preferences 
engagement on videos. (Kakkar 2018.) 70% of what people watch on the platform 
is determined by its recommendation algorithm. Around 500 hours of video gets 
uploaded to YouTube every minute, meaning competition to get any video noticed 
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is fierce. Keeping the video mobile friendly is also a necessity with over 70% of 
YouTube views coming from mobile. (Cooper 2019.) 
 
3.2 Length of a video 
 
 
Figure 20. Testing engagement levels based on 564,710 videos. (Fishman 2016) 
 Creating video which stands out against a vast market of other similar types of 
content is one of the biggest challenges to a creator. Keeping in mind that human 
attention spans are so small, getting those five first seconds to make the video 
pop is an essential step (O’Neill 2020). The first five seconds are the most 
important and the audience will have already made up their mind whether they 
will continue to watch the video or not. As seen in Figure 10, there is a huge drop 
off in people’s attention span after the four-minute mark in video.  
 In 2017, Facebook updated its algorithm, altering how videos appear in the news 
feed (Römkens 2018). This now means that longer videos have an equal share 
on visibility on the news feed, so there is no limit to someone’s creativeness. 
There seems to be no specific right answer when it comes to choosing the length 
of an advertisement on Facebook, as there are too many variables to consider. 
Choosing whether to use a video as a Facebook Ad or an organic video which is 
uploaded straight to a page is important, however. An organic video is a video 
which is posted to a Facebook page without any advertising spend. It was re-
vealed on Facebook that videos will be shown organically to more people when 
they’re at least three minutes long. (O’Neill 2020.)  
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A Facebook ad, however, works in a different way. An advertisement on 
Facebook for example is potentially better suited to be around the 16-20 second 
mark, for a better conversion rate as seen in Figure 21. 
 
 
FIGURE 21. Facebook video ad conversion rates by length. (Waber 2017) 
 
As previously mentioned, YouTube relies on consumers specifically searching for 
its content. This allows more leeway when it comes to the length of the video 
because the viewer is actively searching for video content. Deciding the length of 
the video for YouTube, the watch time mechanism must be taken into consider-
ation. Videos will appear more often on the YouTube homepage or recommen-
dation list with a better watch time statistic. A common misconception, many be-
lieve to increase the watch time of a video, a longer video is needed, however, 
this is not the case. According to YouTube’s algorithm, a 60 second video that is 
watched from start to finish will rank higher than a 20-minute video that is only 
watched for a few minutes. (Kakkar 2018). Keeping this into consideration, it is 
vital to focus on quality over quantity. 
 
A three-minute video appears to be the most appropriate length of time to use for 
a promotional video, after studying this data. A three-minute length will allow an 
easy transition between both platforms of Facebook and YouTube. There would 
also be an option to turn the video into a Facebook ad, however this would require 
the length to be around 30 seconds. Consequently, the video should be adaptable 
to different mediums. 
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3.3 How to engage the audience with video 
 One of the biggest challenges when producing video is making people stay for 
the entirety. The audience could switch off and walk away from any online content 
which is produced, proving the importance of engaging the viewer. A video should 
take the audience on a journey; therefore, the video should keep a simple line of 
going from point A to point B. Knowing the audience and doing research on what 
they do or do not like is an important first step when planning a video. Asking 
questions or making polls is recommended, as well as researching other similar 
successful videos. (LoDolce.) In this case, benchmarking what other universities 
use to advertise their programmes would be a good start. 
 
The video should be kept as clear as possible. If there is dialogue in any of the 
scenes then it is important for it to be confident and clear, as viewers will most 
likely switch off if they do not understand what is being said. (LoDolce.) Talking 
with energy will help engage with the viewer. Wyzowl reported in 2017 that 75% 
of consumers decided not to buy a product because the video voiceover irritated 
them. An informal chatting tone was preferred by 83% of consumers when asked. 
(Wyzowl 2017.) 
 
Having a clear plan for the video will help the video not become congested with 
an overload of information. In the script, there should be some sort of storytelling. 
Storytelling is scientifically proven to help the audience retain any information that 
is given to them, releasing a hormone known as Dopamine. (LoDolce.) True sto-
ries provide a sense of relatability for the audience, making them more invested 
in the product. These stories can provoke real emotions in the audience, which 
could potentially make the viewer want to see more from the brand. Exaggerate 
the product and the audience may be left feeling underwhelmed or non-believing. 
(Olenski 2015.)  
 
A successful video would make the viewer explore more into the university, per-
haps by clicking on similar related posts from the same YouTube channel, or 
search the university website. This can also be achieved by using the open and 
close loop technique. An open loop is when a video begins to talk about an idea 
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but leaves it open ended so the viewer either must watch until the very end, or 
they will find out the answer in a future or past video. (LoDolce.) 
 
3.4 Genres for advertising 
 There are many forms of genres which can also be cut down into sub genres. 
Establishing the genre of the video is a vital step in the pre-production process. 
A script with a humorous style may result in the film falling into the wrong sort of 
genre, leading to the failure of the video. For example, if the video were to be 
shot in a more serious style, then the genre should have already been decided 
before the scriptwriting process. These types of choices have a determining factor 
on the outcome of the production. The genre will affect how the characters speak, 
what they might say and what they might do. Some stories could already be 
planned out ahead of time, with no means of direction. When this happens with 
the wrong genre blueprints, the video may not reach its potential. (Leu 2017.) 
 
  
Figure 22. Graphic displaying the ideal genre for marketing video. (Johnson 2013) 
 
As seen in Figure 22, the story genre has many different sub categories to it. 
Deciding that the video will tell a story will not be enough. Expressive videos are 
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the type of videos which are there to entertain the viewer, either by thrilling or 
performing for the audience. Many viral videos are born through this method. 
Intellectual videos are the type of videos which are made for educating the 
audience, with the goal being the audience coming away wiser thanks to its 
content. Lastly, introspective videos are the type of videos that makes the 
audience feel for the story. These videos leave a thoughtful impression on the 
audience. (Johnson 2013.) 
 3.5 Client vs Consumer 
 
A client could be considered the same as a customer, because a client purchases 
advice or solutions to satisfy their needs, just like a customer would purchase a 
product. Clients tend to pay for personalised or professional work, such as 
graphic design and video work.  A consumer, however, is a person who will use 
the product. This is where the terms “customer” and “consumer” differ. (Rhodes 
2019.) When it comes to video work, a client will present a project brief to the 
professional, indicating what work they want done. This can typically be an issue 
in the design process because the client might have a different perspective to 
what the audience wants to see. (Dymski 2016.) 
 
“The customer is always right” has been a phrase used for many generations 
(Mukherjee 2018). Based on a perception used for consumers, this could also 
apply to clientele. Using the same logic, it could potentially cause a bad relation-
ship with the client. When a client hires someone for work, they need help doing 
something they cannot do themselves. They give a list of requests and demands, 
sometimes without any market or audience research beforehand. This can pro-
vide an impasse in the process because the person who is being paid for the 
work may know what a better fit for the consumer is. (Dymski 2016.) 
 
Working without a client is one the main objective goals of this thesis, by re-
searching and showcasing what the target audience may want to see in video 
rather than using a client-based brief.  
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4 PRE-PRODUCTION 
 
 
Pre-production refers to the planning process and execution of all the tasks be-
fore a production begins (Studio Binder 2019). Regardless of what type of video 
is intended to be created, without the correct approach, a production could fall 
before it begins without the correct planning and research. Even a small 30 sec-
ond video for YouTube requires preparation to get the most out of the video. The 
video may become flat and awkward, with no real direction without it.  
 
4.1 Research  
 
Research falls under several different categories. Researching the chosen target 
audience is essential, especially in this case, to the planning of a video. A good 
understanding of the target audience will help a long way, knowing what they 
want to see and what interests them the most. Researching the target audience, 
the topic, locations and other aspects of the video are vital to a smooth and quality 
production. Research may take some time to complete but it provides a good 
structure later during the creation process. (Premiumbeat 2015, 8.) 
 
If there are any documentary elements in the video, for example someone being 
interviewed, or a layover voice, then good research is vital to getting high quality 
soundbites. Interviews have uncontrollable elements to them, so having a solid 
outline helps the flow of the conversation. Questions are a significant part of the 
interview process; however, it is a preference to the producer whether the inter-
viewee would see them beforehand. Knowing the questions beforehand can re-
sult in boring pre-determined answers, so briefly showing the topics is recom-
mended instead. (Premiumbeat 2015, 176.) 
 
4.1.1 Topic and story 
 
A video treatment is a process to define the project, presenting a clear synopsis 
of the story, helps develop the production and keeps everyone on track once the 
production begins. This is usually used by producers and other similar roles in 
the industry. There is a tendency to over-elaborate a video treatment. It does not 
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necessarily need to include scripts and storyboards at this initial stage. There are 
several different ways to produce a treatment. Some like to write 10-page essays 
whereas some people prefer a simple post-it note technique. (Videomaker 2013, 
18.) Once the treatment is finalised and the basis of the story is complete, the 
next stage can be carried out. 
 
People will click on the video to be informed about the topic, in this case the Media 
and Arts programme, and will instantly lose interest if the correct research is not 
implemented. If the story is based on true events or facts, it is imperative to do 
as much research as possible to avoid misleading the viewer into thinking some-
thing which isn’t true.  
 
Knowing the topic will help build the foundations of the story. A lot of directors fall 
into the trap of over producing a piece. The saying “less is more” is when every 
shot in the script should be given as much attention to detail as the previous one. 
Each shot should have some sort of relevancy to move the story forward. To 
achieve this, one way is to imagine dialogue in a scene that does not have any, 
this method allows more visual thinking. Each shot should tell its own story 
through visuals. If it does not, then the question must be asked whether the shot 
carries any meaning to the story. This is even more important when concepting 
a promotional video, as the time is limited. (Premiumbeat 2015, 165.) 
 
 
Figure 23. John Lewis advert “Excitable Edgar”. (John Lewis & Partners 2019) 
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Most of the time should be spent in creating a moving story, regardless of the 
production value. The best part about creating a story is that it is free, allowing 
an imagination to run wild. However, the stories should still be achievable within 
the budget. A good example of this are the adverts which come at Christmas time 
in the UK. Marketers love to pull at the audience’s heart strings with a moving 
story, competing against each other, as seen in Figure 23. John Lewis go beyond 
expectations every year creating compelling, story driven Christmas adverts with 
emotional stories, in just a short length of time which practically become short 
films. 
 
4.1.2 User Experience Design 
 
When preparing material, user experience design (UX) is an excellent tool to do 
some real background research regarding the topic and target audience. Many 
UX and UI designers do not realise that their process is very similar to how you 
should approach a film. (Ngo 2015.) 
 
Interviewing is also a process used in UX. A producer may want to interview a 
group of people related to the subject or product, to get a more detailed insight. 
Interviews could also be used to research the target audience. Surveys, whether 
in person or online, taken by the target audience give a good indication on what 
the audience will want to see in the video. Through this process, personas could 
be created to help support the creation of the story. (Ngo 2015.) Getting feedback 
from the target audience should always be a priority, therefore conducting user 
testing is a vital part of the filmmaking process. Feedback can help make sure 
the script works and that the story makes sense.  
 
By researching the market around the company using competitive/comparative 
analysis, it will give clues to what other companies are doing right or wrong with 
their own marketing campaigns (Ngo 2015). Seeing what other competitors are 
doing is helpful in the long run, however, care should be taken to not copy some-
one else’s work, as the product will no longer feel unique. 
 
The creation process of filmmaking is also similar with UX concepts. In UX, paper 
prototypes are created for user testing. Similarly, some filmmakers like to use 
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paper cut prototypes using post-it notes before moving forward to storyboards. 
This helps synthesise patterns and themes, identifying key characters and devel-
ops the flow of the story. (Ngo 2015.) With these prototypes, testing out plot lines 
can be done to see if they make sense, before moving onto storyboards. 
 
4.1.3 Locations 
 
Finding locations is one of the most time consuming processes in pre-production, 
especially on a strict budget. With the advancement in technology, location scout-
ing has been made a little easier with the use of digital software. Locations Hub 
and Shot Hotspot are two great websites which allows users to research without 
having to travel. Flickr also has a map search feature which can allow users to 
see the location of where a photo was taken. (Premiumbeat 2015, 15-16.)   
 
Some locations will need special permission to shoot there. Research should be 
done first on whether a permit is needed, otherwise hefty fines could cause prob-
lems in the production stages. Contacting the local film office to get permits is 
recommended, additionally this is also an excellent contact to find other film lo-
cations which had not been originally seen. (Premiumbeat 2015, 16.)   
 
Once a location has been picked, it is imperative to tour the location beforehand. 
By taking photos, these can help make or correct storyboards. Safety of the work-
ers should be considered when location scouting, as well as power needs, ac-
cessibility, other events taking place on that location and whether this location will 
cost money to the production. (Premiumbeat 2015, 16.) How much equipment 
that is needed for lighting should also be considered. Researching on set what 
type of lighting is already at the location can save money to the budget, by looking 
at lightbulbs and windows. Another important step is to anticipate the audio. The 
location may give out awkward echoes with dialogue or there could be other un-
wanted sounds, such as air conditioning fans. Any research at this stage will pre-
vent issues in post-production. (Videomaker 2013, 27.) 
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4.2 Budget and schedule  
 
A film’s budget and schedule are interdependent, based off the script. If one of 
these components changes, then the others will as well. The budget and sched-
ule act as the backbone of the production and they will fundamentally determine 
how quickly and efficiently it can be produced. (Landry 2018.) 
 
To make a budget, it needs to be broken up into four categories. Pre-production, 
production, post-production and distribution and marketing. Understanding what 
is needed ahead of time will help keep everyone organised and make everything 
much easier. (Premiumbeat 2015, 7.)   
 
 
Figure 24. A film budget broken down. (Premiumbeat 2015, 7)   
 
The pre-production stage should account for the least amount of the budget. This 
should be easy to predict, especially for a small-scale film. Costs could include 
location scouting, insurances and script fees. Most often, production will cost the 
most money in the budget. Large, unavoidable fees eat into the budget, such as 
cast and crew salaries, equipment purchases and location expenses. Depending 
on the scale, transport, catering and other miscellaneous items should also be 
considered. During this process, it is good to think outside the box for expenses.  
 
10%
35%
35%
20%
BUDGET
Pre-production 10% Production 35%
Post-production 35% Marketing 20%
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It is recommended by some to leave a similar amount for the post-production, 
although this is debated in the industry. Even if the plan is not to have a heavily 
posted-edited film, it is important to not cut corners during this process. A good 
post edit could be the difference between failing and succeeding. Funds could go 
towards software, as well as payment for editors and sound designers if needed. 
(Premiumbeat 2015, 7.) This is also where music licences may have to be pur-
chased. Marketing should then cover the rest of the budget, however, if working 
for a client it does not have to be considered.  
 
Creating the budget will become much easier when a schedule is planned out. 
Without the schedule, the budget is more based on guess work and estimates. It 
is important to break down the script. Without it, scenes, props, characters or 
equipment may be left out by accident. Just one missing component could mess 
up the budget entirely. Creating a schedule will help organise the production and 
keep everyone organised. Scenes which are set in the same location should be 
organised to be filmed together, saving a lot of time during production. When 
filming, following a planned schedule is highly suggested, usually based off a 
script breakdown, not the actual script for efficiency. (Landry 2018.) 
 
4.3 Audio 
 
In today’s age, it is very easy for anyone to produce film due to the advances in 
technology. Smartphones are more than capable to produce high-end footage, 
similar to some film cameras. However, one important thing to remember is that 
a great idea with poor production value will go a lot further than a poor idea with 
great production value (Premiumbeat 2015, 13). Some might say that 50% of the 
video is the audio (Premiumbeat 2015, 84).  Visuals will fail to make a sustained 
impact if the audio with it is below par. It is important to not cut corners for this 
department. If using a DSLR, the camera’s built in mic will not be enough for high 
quality sound. A decent shotgun mic or zoom recorder is recommended in this 
case. In addition, if using an interview in the production, a wireless lav mic that is 
clipped to the interviewee will produce a crisper sound. Music is also a key com-
ponent to any production. In some cases, music may not be necessary, however, 
music can push forward any story when done correctly. Music can manipulate the 
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viewers mood towards the film and create real emotion in places where visuals 
could struggle. (Premiumbeat 2015, 86.) 
 
4.4 How to write a script 
 
Scriptwriting is one of the most important parts in the pre-production stage. 
Whether it be for a 30 second video with a group of friends or for a feature length 
film, everyone knows that writing is important. Scriptwriting can come in a variety 
of formats, depending on who is receiving the script. A film shot with friends could 
be made with just a shot list and notes. One page of script writing in a proper 
format style, is known to take up one minute of screen time. This then allows 
producers and directors to know a rough estimate of the film time. Twelve-point 
courier news is the typical font and size, for its clarity and it’s a monospaced font. 
(Videomaker 2013, 21.) 
 
Having a script helps to get ideas down on paper, furthermore it is a chance for 
other people to have input on the story or production (Videomaker 2015, 21). 
Through this process, the script and story can be developed further. Actors will 
also need the script to learn any lines that are given. With a script ready, a budget 
and schedule can be made through a script breakdown. It is important to assign 
numbers to scenes and characters, so it is not necessary to read through the 
script every time for specific information. (Landry 2018.) 
 
There are many scriptwriting software’s on the internet. In 1983, the Write broth-
ers released the first scriptwriting software known as Scriptor (Videomaker 2015, 
21). Many more can be found through a Google search or can simply be created 
using Microsoft Word for example. 
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Figure 25. Example of a film script created using Studiobinder. (Lannom 2019.) 
 
4.4.1 TV commercial scripts 
 
However as seen in Figure 26, a TV commercial script has a different format to a 
normal screenplay. Tv commercials are written in a different way to help convey 
the sense of time. Timing is everything when it comes to commercials and narra-
tive screenplay writing may not produce accurate readings, despite the known 
saying that one page equals one minute of screen time. There could be instances 
where a description of action takes up a whole page or a piece of dialogue fills 
the same amount of space, leading to misjudgement of time. Furthermore, with 
the TV commercial script, added details such as camera shots can be added. 
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Figure 26. An example of a TV commercial format. (Hurlbut 2018) 
 
The TV commercial format is commonly referred to the 1/3-2/3 TV script. The 
visuals are in the left column and the audio is placed on the right. This format 
looks a lot simpler compared to the narrative format, to make it easier to read and 
follow for other members of the crew, or to pitch it to a client. 
 
Using this format, as much description can be used to the discretion of the writer 
in the video column. Additionally, it allows easy planning and sets the pace of the 
commercial. Some companies are known to include visuals on the left side, which 
could be location images or even storyboard pieces. (Hurlbut 2018). This is to 
help the client visualise the idea and help piece the story together. The right sided 
column is for everything that is not seen in the video but will hear. This goes for 
dialogue, narration, music and sound effects. Capital letters can be used here to 
create emotion in the writing, for example, sound effects. 
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4.5 How to create storyboards 
 
 
Figure 27. An example of a drawn storyboard. (Premiumbeat 2015, 18.) 
 
A storyboard is a series of drawn illustrations, usually created by artists, to visu-
ally represent the story of a video production. However, it is not uncommon for 
someone with any level of artistic skill to create their own, providing it has a clear 
understanding in terms of the shot and how it should be presented.  
 
Often overlooked, storyboards come with several different perks to the produc-
tion. With a storyboard, it acts as a visual tool which can then help sell an idea to 
the client or producer. Through a script, the client may struggle to imagine the 
look that is intended, and this is where a storyboard can invigorate those ideas. 
Storyboards are essentially the life force for visualising ideas. Furthermore, the 
storyboard can help show any issues with the script. There could be a missing 
shot to keep the continuity of the story flowing, which was missed when producing 
the script, for example. (Premiumbeat 2015, 19.) 
 
Storyboards act as a comic book strip of a production. They will cover all the 
planned shots, angles and actions involved in the script. Now that the story is 
visualised, a decision can be made as to whether the scene needs another cam-
era angle or if there are any unflattering jump cuts. This can be achieved by chop-
ping and changing the scenes to a different order to make the narrative clearer. 
This method can save a lot of money and time when post-production comes 
around. (Videomaker 2013, 22.) Storyboards do not necessarily need to be hand 
drawn either, photos could be used instead. 
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There are typically 5 different types of shots that are used in a storyboard: Master, 
long, medium, close-up and extreme close-up (Premiumbeat 2015, 19). It is im-
portant to note on the storyboard what type of shot is meant, usually in the space 
for writing below the box. Camera movement should also be noted on the story-
board, usually found inside the box, illustrated by using arrows. For a panning or 
tilting shot, which is a camera movement where it moves sideways or up and 
down, arrows moving in whichever direction between two frames indicate the 
movement of the camera. For a tracking shot, just one frame with a directional 
arrow is suffice enough to indicate this movement. (Premiumbeat 2015, 19.) 
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5 CREATING THE SCRIPT AND STORYBOARDS 
 
 
With enough background knowledge about the chosen target audience and de-
gree programme, the next part of this thesis was to plan a short promotional ad-
vert for the Media and Arts programme.  
 
Firstly, benchmarking existing adverts created by UK universities will be done to 
see what is already used in the market. From there, a treatment will be made 
which will serve as a guideline towards the pre-production. This treatment can 
then be used in the future if a pitch of the advert is needed. Once this is complete, 
a script for the advert will be made. With it, storyboards will also be created to 
give a visual representation of the idea.  
 
5.1 Benchmarking 
 
With a rough idea already in mind, benchmarking was done to research what 
other universities use for their own marketing adverts. More specifically, univer-
sities in the UK will be benchmarked considering the majority of UK students will 
apply to these. 
 
Using YouTube, keywords were typed into the search engine such as “UK study 
abroad advert” and very little was found when it came to UK university advertise-
ments as the top results. Most videos which appeared were personal vlogs cre-
ated by students, although many had high view counts. However, one promo-
tional video did appear. This advertisement was created by Monsah University, 
based in Australia. This video followed three international students from Norway, 
USA and Mexico respectfully and the message given is clear that the target au-
dience is aimed globally. The video lasted two minutes and 34 seconds, which 
follows the guidelines of previous research. The video used the three international 
students to tell their own stories about the university, where they journeyed from 
their homelands to the country. The video did not solely concentrate on the uni-
versity, it incorporated the aspects of the city and social life as well, with vlog style 
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narrations. The video showed well what some classes look like on campus, how-
ever, how to apply to the university and the requirements for entry were left out. 
(Monsah 2019). 
 
Salford University uploaded a video to YouTube on 4th May 2017 to celebrate 50 
years, advertising their university and campuses. This promotional video was 
over four minutes long. Because of the subject of the video, the video began with 
a brief history lesson which then merges to the present day. Like the Monash 
video, the Salford video also incorporated the use of students narrating their own 
personal stories, though Salford used more students.. Much of this video focused 
on the different degree programmes the university has to offer, giving facts rather 
than showing the social life. (University of Salford 2017). 
 
It is clear from the videos that have been watched that personal stories in a pro-
motional video work well. Making the video feel relatable to the audience should 
be a key goal for the story, allowing them to familiarise themselves to the product. 
They allowed the viewer to witness glimpses of what classes were like at the 
universities, almost like a trailer. Both did not incorporate how to apply to the 
university; therefore, this will be left out also.  
  
5.2 Treatment 
 
Before the creation of the script, concepting the story by creating a treatment was 
needed. The treatment will then act as the backbone of the project during this 
process, as it will help keep the theme, goals and structure in place. For the video, 
it was to be story driven instead of an informative video, using a treatment will 
help produce a compelling story. The length of the video was to be between two 
and three minutes, with the genre being an introspective story. 
 
For the story, inspiration was taken from the TV show Scrubs. Scrubs is a comedy 
TV show based at a hospital, but also provides heart-warming storylines and 
characters. The show incorporates a voice over provided by the main character, 
JD. This eccentric character loves to visualise and over-elaborate his thoughts 
and feelings, often daydreaming which are shown on the show. During the sea-
son eight finale, the main character is leaving the hospital to further his career. 
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He begins to visualise the characters which have helped influence his career and 
personal life. (Scrubs 2009.) Having a character which the audience can connect 
to was important for this project, by making the character as relatable as possible. 
Using daydreams and flashbacks, this will let the audience go on a journey with 
the character, whilst also keeping to time constraints. Providing a four-year jour-
ney in the space of three minutes was one of the biggest challenges. Using the 
flashback technique and having the entirety of the video using a voice-over nar-
ration from the student, this was possible. 
 
 
Figure 28. Scrubs season 8 finale. JD walks the hallway for the last time. (Scrubs 
2009) 
 
To get a personal and emotional story, the film focuses on just one student. Being 
a student in university is a unique and personal story, therefore, the student will 
witness items and situations which will trigger flashbacks, and they will begin to 
reminisce about the past. This method will allow the video to express the living 
life of the student. Showing that studying abroad is not a scary prospect is a goal 
of the video, whilst also showing what the Media and Arts programme has to offer. 
As previously stated, for a UK student to move abroad, it is not just about the 
university but the quality of life it brings, using flashbacks it will make it possible 
to show glimpses of life outside of the university.  
 
Graduation is an emotional time in a student’s life, as they are about to ascend 
into adult life. The journey to this moment is a long one and is the end goal for 
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any student. The story will focus on one British student, on his graduation day, 
walking through the campus reminiscing about his time there using a voice-over 
narration. (See appendix 1.) 
 
The story will begin by introducing the audience to the student, who is due to 
graduate. This will be apparent as the student will be holding graduation docu-
ments in one hand. As the narration begins, the student begins his slow walk 
towards the main corridor, eventually leading him to the exit. As he walks, a flyer 
with entrance exams dates catches his eye and he approaches it, consequently, 
he daydreams for the first time, as he pictures his first day in Finland and TAMK. 
Following this, different parts of the campus bring back different memories, such 
as the cafeteria and on-going classes. These flashbacks will include classes he 
has been a part of and social events. The student eventually reaches the final 
corridor. He begins to feel emotional as he turns the corner, aligned against the 
walls of the corridor, are two rows of people. These are the people who have 
connected with him over the years throughout his time in the university; col-
leagues, friends and teachers. After making his way through the crowd, he turns 
back and they all disappear, this is because they are a part of his imagination. He 
takes a deep breath and walks through the main doors, as he is greeted by friends 
to celebrate the occasion. The camera then leaves him and pans towards the 
Mediapolis campus, which can then be edited in a way of TAMK’s choosing, for 
example revealing a slogan or just the TAMK logo. (See appendix 2.) 
 
5.3 Script 
 
Now that the treatment for the video was complete, the next part of the pre-pro-
duction phase was to create the script. In this part of the thesis, the TV commer-
cial script format was used. Using this method, it made the story easier to struc-
ture across the video and was easier to concept as nearly all the dialogue was to 
be done by voice-over.  
 
Two tables were formed, one for video and another for audio. In order to keep 
the video and audio synced, using a table structure such as this kept everything 
in order. Using the treatment that had been created, the visual elements were 
written down on the left side column. Number listings were used to make it easier 
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to follow when reading but will also be used for the audio side as well, making it 
easy to follow when read out loud from left to right for example. 
 
 
Figure 29. Beginning of the script process. (Screenshot: Stephen Clayton 2020) 
 
As seen in Figure 29, camera cuts were added to the video column to give indi-
cations on when the next scene should take place. This is important information 
on a script for the production and post-production stages. Also included was an 
editing que, to help set the scene. The first five seconds of the film had to draw 
in the audience, therefore the scene was set by introducing the audience to the 
campus and the main character. In each shot, what types of camera shots were 
indicated before each description. The three camera shots would be wide-shot 
(WS), middle-shot (MS) and close-up (CU.) One of the goals for the film was for 
it to be done in a sequence shot, therefore not many camera cuts were used until 
the end.  
 
Once the video side of the script was complete, it was time to incorporate the 
audio. In this section, everything that the audience will hear should be put here. 
To gather attention of the audience, a piece of music was used at the beginning 
of the film. Therefore, written in the first audio column a style of music was indi-
cated. Considering there was no other dialogue, getting the voice-over narration 
correct to the scenes was imperative. Using the same number sequence as the 
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video, the narration was made. “VO” was used to show that it was the dialogue 
of the voice-over. 
 
 
Figure 30. Script with audio on the right-side column. (Screenshot: Stephen Clay-
ton 2020) 
 
Now that the dialogue had been added to the script, show times were also added. 
Doing this provides an estimate to how long the film will run for and in doing so 
affords changes to be made if the film ended up too long or too short (Hellerman 
2019). Each shot was to be timed individually to give an indication to how long 
the scene would be. In some circumstances it proved quite difficult to estimate 
how long a certain shot ought to be, therefore, the dialogue was timed first in-
stead. Timing the dialogue proved to be a much easier method, by simply reading 
the text out loud and timing it with a stopwatch. With the dialogue timed, it was 
then a much easier process to give the estimated times to the shots. The total 
running time (TRT) was used on the right side of the script to indicate how long 
the film had been running for. 
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Figure 31. Script with added shot times. (Screenshot: Stephen Clayton 2020) 
 
With the estimated time, the film came to approximately 157 seconds. This falls 
in between the estimated goal time which was two-three minutes. Reading 
through the script, it was felt that some individual shots were too rushed and 
would spoil the sequence feel of the film. Therefore, a decision was made that in 
the second draft a scene would be deleted, allowing room for the other scenes to 
grow.  
 
Before a second draft was to be created, the rest of the script needed to be com-
pleted. The script only contained dialogue from the narrator, therefore other audio 
was to be added to the scenes where needed. The music choice of a film has the 
potential to make or break any production, so careful consideration was made 
when adding music to the film. (Premiumbeat 2015, 86.) To begin with, an upbeat 
guitar riff was used to set the tone. The story is meant to be an emotional journey 
for the audience and the character, therefore choosing this piece is important. 
With the dialogue being heavy, the song choice should be without any lyrics. As 
the video climaxes, the character is overwhelmed with emotion. Consequently, 
the music then crossfades into an emotional piano piece as he turns the final 
corner (Figure 32). 
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Figure 32. Added music to the scenes. (Screenshot: Stephen Clayton 2020) 
 
As previously mentioned, the script was too long and too condensed in the mid-
dle, not allowing enough airtime for the ending. In this example, the video should 
make the audience want to then go online and research the university. With too 
many scenes it was also possible for the audience to be left confused as to what 
was happening on the screen. Therefore, a second draft was then created. Using 
the same template, the second version consisted of a much more cinematic be-
ginning. Using the nature around the campus, the use of the lake was incorpo-
rated into the first few shots, allowing the camera work to tell the opening of the 
story. The dialogue was then edited to make the voice-over sound not so stiff. 
Creating emotion through the speech is imperative to the success of the video, 
and during a read through it was apparent that the narration at times felt dull and 
unhuman like, therefore corrections were made.  
 
The cafeteria scene was taken out of the second draft. Time constraints were the 
main factors for this, however, taking the scene out allowed the rest of the video 
to breathe. This meant that other scenes such as the beginning and end had 
more time. The beginning is the moment the audience is hooked to the story, 
whereas the ending sold the story, therefore these became the most important 
acts in the video. Now that the story had a structured storyline, the next stage of 
the script was to fill in any blanks left in the scenes. Some dialogue was moved 
slightly to fit better with the visuals, this allowed the sequence to flow more easily. 
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More descriptions were added to the visual side. This was more of a personal 
choice than necessary; however, this approach was beneficial for the story-
boards, and for the target audience feedback. (See appendix 3.) 
 
5.4 Storyboards 
 
With the story in place and a drafted script ready, a visual representation of the 
video using storyboards was needed. Storyboarding was not an important pro-
cess in this pre-production phase as the main goal of this thesis was to create a 
script. However, the use of the storyboard can be used in the future to visually 
sell the video if needed. In addition, it provided a chance to make sure the story 
made sense with no missing shots or scenes. Studying the locations before cre-
ating the storyboard provides more realism to the drawings. Where possible, trav-
eling to the locations with a camera is highly recommended to create a photo-
graph storyboard. (Videomaker 2013, 23.)  
 
With the use of the TV commercial script format, creating the structure of the 
storyboard was an easy task. Each shot was already segmented, therefore cre-
ating the storyboard was a simple process of cross referencing the scenes. Fur-
thermore, the type of camera shot had already been decided within the script, 
consequently it saved a lot of time when designing the images. A rough draft of 
the storyboard was created using Photoshop, covering 12 shots per page (Figure 
33). Not a lot of attention went into the details of the drawings, in case the script 
needed to be rearranged in the future. Descriptions of each shot were displayed 
underneath the images, giving directions for camera work and editing. To get a 
more sophisticated looking storyboard for the project however, the final story-
boards were outsourced from graphic designer Alicia Cespedes. (See appendix 
4.) 
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Figure 33. Initial storyboard backing up the script. (Screenshot: Stephen Clayton 
2020) 
 
 
5.5 Target audience feedback 
 
After completion, the script was uploaded to a survey using Google forms to col-
lect viewers’ feedback and thoughts. The form was then shared across social 
media websites as well as to local friends. Furthermore, the synopsis of the script 
was also included to give the audience a general idea about the story before 
reading. The survey questioned whether the audience enjoyed the script, whether 
it made sense, whether the length of time was enough and other general feed-
back. (See appendix 5.)  
 
5.5.1 Analysing the results 
 
The survey was left open to the public for four days and 13 viewers had re-
sponded to the survey. Although not a high number, any sort of feedback was 
welcomed at this stage. Before reading the script, there was a message informing 
the reader that the target audience was intended for UK nationals. Furthermore, 
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they were asked to answer the questions without considering the current global 
pandemic.  
 
To try and distinguish the audience’s age, the viewer had to enter their age range. 
This was because the script was aimed at 18-24-year olds applying to the pro-
gramme. Unfortunately, only two viewers were the age of 18-24 who filled out the 
survey. Nonetheless, feedback from all ages still provided insight to the whether 
the script was a success or a failure at this stage of production. 
 
The first question of the survey asked whether the audience enjoyed the script. 
100% of the respondents responded with “yes” to the question which was very 
pleasing to read. This meant the script had managed to cause some sort of emo-
tion through the reader, which was one of the main goals of the promotional video. 
The second question asked whether the story made sense to the audience. This 
question was asked because the video would not be made to be a success if the 
story element had failed in the script. For some reason the second question had 
14 replies. Nonetheless, 13 replied with “yes” and one replied with “no” which 
meant that the story was easy to follow. This was excellent news for the script as 
a video with many flashbacks could have been hard for the viewer to follow. 
 
Deciding the length of the advert was one of the biggest challenges for the script. 
The audience was asked whether they were happy with the length, which came 
in at two minutes and 30 seconds. 23.1% of the viewers felt that the video was 
“too long”, 0% for “too short” and 76.9% said that the length was “perfect length”. 
This gives evidence to suggest that the original goal of two-three minutes was an 
ideal time to aim for. It was not revealed what platform the video would be up-
loaded to however, which could have swayed the answers. 
 
The main aim of the advert was to attract UK natives to apply to the Media and 
Arts programme. With that being said, the third question asked whether the advert 
increased any curiosity into studying abroad. 61.5% answered with “yes”, 23.1% 
said “no” and the rest said they were unsure. A positive percentage reads that 
the objective of this advert was met. If the answer was “no” the audience was 
asked why this was the case. Some mentioned that they did not enjoy traveling 
or were simply uninterested. Another answer said that they were in the 25-30 age 
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bracket and felt like the advert was aimed at 18-24-year olds. Although the advert 
did not work for them, it provided evidence that the script was a success for its 
target group. 
 
Lastly, the last two questions allowed the audience to give their own feedback 
regarding the script. The responses were quite varied but overall there was a lot 
of constructive feedback. When asked whether any changes should be made, a 
few times it was mentioned that Finland should be involved more in the story. It 
appears that the audience wanted to learn more about Finland, rather than the 
programme itself. However, one response also mentioned that they wanted to 
come away with more knowledge of the courses, therefore a balance between 
the two seems hard to make. The choices of some scenes and the choice of 
music was well received. In general, the feedback was very positive and reward-
ing. With this feedback, it would be very possible to move onto a third draft of the 
script, if ever needed. 
 
5.5.2 Improving the script 
 
From the feedback given from the survey, the length of the video does not need 
to be altered. The times given in the script are just based on estimates however, 
therefore when conducting a future draft some shots could be cut to make sure 
the time stays within two minutes 30. It was clear to see that the audience did not 
want to watch anything longer than this time. It was advised that if the advert was 
meant for social media pages then the intro should be improved. A more interest-
ing and eye-catching start was advised, which should be considered in a future 
draft. It was said however, if it was placed as a TV advert then the beginning 
worked well for the video.  
 
As mentioned, the lack of imagery for Finland was cited on multiple occasions. 
Upon reflection of the script, the use of stereotypical ideas could have been in-
corporated into the video. This could include things such as the Tampere city 
centre, saunas and Finnish foods. Most of this was left out of the script because 
it was important for the audience to identify mostly with the programme. The life-
style of the student took more priority in the scenes with the limited time available. 
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The style of the script could be changed up slightly in the future. It was mentioned 
that more descriptions could be used but this is more for personal preference for 
a script. Dialogue could also be improved upon, as it was mentioned that the word 
“nervous” was used twice in different scenes. The final scene where the student 
walks through the crowd of people could also be altered slightly, as it was sug-
gested there could be too many camera cuts, ruining the sequence shot.  
 
Based on own critical analysis, the main goals of the script appear to have been 
achieved. The story was the focus for the promotional video instead of using a 
more informative video. To get a more attention-grabbing start, more work could 
be done in the opening scenes, however. This could be achieved by improving 
the narrator’s dialogue, making it more dramatic for example.  
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6 CONCLUSION  
 
 
Producing video for a specific target audience can be considered a challenging 
and difficult task. With a world which is full of different views and opinions, finding 
the right balance to what the audience wants to see must be met. Without having 
the distraction of a client, utilising the research on what the audience was inter-
ested in, regarding the chosen topic, proved to be beneficial to the creative work 
of this thesis.  
 
From the findings, it appears that UK nationals are slowly withdrawing their want 
to study abroad. Brexit appears to be a fundamental issue; however, the top rea-
soning came from cost of living abroad. Covering this in a promotional video 
would prove to be difficult, as it is fundamentally a complicated topic. Advertise-
ments tend to avoid negative aspects. Therefore, a heartfelt story was preferred 
as the best choice to advertise the Media and Arts programme to the target audi-
ence, using personal stories to evoke emotion in the audience. This tackled an-
other fear about moving abroad, missing friends and family. 
 
It was understood that more marketing brands are choosing to promote their busi-
nesses with the use of video, with the ever-changing digital age. The ease of 
access to camera equipment meant that anyone on a tight budget can produce 
substantial content. Without using this technology, it could be appropriate to sug-
gest that anyone not doing so in the media industry, would be falling behind the 
rest. YouTube and Facebook still dominate the online market, with no clear win-
ner over the other. It was interesting to find that they should be used separately 
however, with Facebook rewarding users who upload organically to its website. 
As researched, using a TV commercial format proved to be the best method when 
constructing the script. Timing is everything in any advert and this method pro-
vided the best means to do so. Keeping the attention span of an audience is both 
challenging and rewarding. Algorithms built into websites will reward a video with 
high engagement rates and watch times, therefore the video will appear more 
often on the website. By doing so, a higher reach can be achieved. Furthermore, 
the video could be considered a success as most likely the audience would have 
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made it to the end of the video, meaning all the information presented in the video, 
reached the audience.  
 
The created script received positive feedback from the survey. This provided a 
lot of confidence that a third draft could be created in the future if presented to a 
client. If a third draft were to be produced however, some scenes may need to be 
changed to fit the locations more. For example, permission to use certain loca-
tions would be needed, additionally, some classrooms appear different to what is 
presented in the script. Telling a story to promote a product is an excellent way 
to entice an audience. From feedback the story element of the script appears to 
have been a success. Before drafting the script, it was felt that having enough 
content to fill two minutes would be a big challenge, however this was far from 
the case. When scripting out the scenes, it was interesting to see how much time 
was taken up by each shot and proves to be a valuable lesson for the future. 
Lastly, the storyboards which were outsourced, provide a fantastic visual for any 
future feedback when needed.  
 
In conclusion, as the world becomes more digitally orientated, video in online 
marketing has become stronger through the years. University and businesses 
use the same principles when it comes to advertising their own products. UX as 
a tool can help creators know their target audience, better suiting the content to 
their needs.  Consequently, this provides more viewability to the product which 
the company is advertising, or in the case of this thesis, the Media and Arts pro-
gramme. The script was created from the back of this research with a positive 
response, with the audience enjoying the story elements in the concept. 
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APPENDICES  
Appendix 1. Synopsis 
A British boy studying interactive media is on the verge of graduation. He narrates 
his thoughts through voice over throughout the video. He makes his journey 
through the university, with different key points triggering emotional memories 
during his time in TAMK.  He begins to reminisce about these moments, and we 
are taken back to the past when these moments happen. He imagines his journey 
to the country, the classes, his friends, social events and his working life. 
  
He then turns the corner to the final corridor where he begins to imagine all the 
people who have helped him during this time, friends and teachers alike. As he 
walks through the line of people, they smile and nod towards him. He gets to the 
end of the corridor and turns; the people have disappeared as they are a part of 
his imagination. He takes a deep breath and walks through the doors. His close 
friends surprise him at the entrance and offer their congratulations, as the camera 
pans up and over Mediapolis campus.
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Appendix 2. Treatment 
A story about a boy who is about to graduate from TAMK, as he reflects about 
his past he walks through the empty hallway, reminiscing about how the university 
has improved his life. Situated in the Mediapolis, he looks out of the window over-
looking the lake. With a graduation certificate in hand, he walks away and de-
scends down a corridor. As he starts his walk, he begins to reminisce about the 
past and the journey he has taken. 
  
He sees a poster about TAMK admissions and imagines his first day in Finland. 
In the past now, he arrives with a suitcase in hand, and is welcomed in Finland. 
He then remembers his first day at TAMK, during the welcome day. 
  
Back in the present, he continues his walk. He sees the cafeteria and reminisces 
about time spent during lunches with friends. He is sitting around a table full in 
conversation. Back to the present he walks past a couple of classrooms full of 
students, making him have a flashback of him giving a presentation to a class. 
He looks nervous but the teacher gives him encouragement. He imagines two 
other classes related to music and art. 
  
He begins to think about all the fun times he’s had, in and out of the university. 
He looks out a window and reminisces about when he found a pub dedicated to 
his local team back at home. He’s sat around with friends, sharing beers. 
He sees on the floor a business card from a local company, which brings back 
memories of the client work he has done in the past. He envisions the past where 
he shakes hands with a client and is sat at the computer doing graphic design 
with his boss behind him. 
  
He finally turns the corner and begins to imagine all the people he has met. They 
appear in front of him as they all nod and smile to him as he walks through. As 
he gets to the end of the corridor, he turns around and they’re gone, as he has 
imagined them. He says he is not afraid of the future thanks to being at TAMK 
and proceeds through the doors. His close friends are there to greet him as the 
camera pans up over Mediapolis. 
End.
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Appendix 3. Script 
 
VIDEO                        (show times)  AUDIO TRT 
 
FADE UP ON: 
1. WS OF MEDIAPOLIS BUILDING from the lake. Water hits the shores.  
 
 
 
 
(:03) 
 
FADE UP ON: 
1. MUSIC: (Guitar riff playing)  
 
 
 
 
 
(:03) 
 
2. WS OF BUILDING, LOOKING UP TO A WINDOW WITH A FIG-URE IN IT 
 
 
 
(:03) 
 
2. VO: Don’t be afraid to challenge yourself. 
 
 
 
(:06) 
 
CUT TO:  
3. MS OF STUDENT. NAME AND UK TEXT DISPLAYED BOTTOM LEFT. 
 
 
 
 
(:04) 
 
 
3. VO: I moved to Finland from the UK without looking back. 
 
 
 
 
(:10) 
 
4. CU OF GRADUATION PAPERS IN HAND OF THE STUDENT. 
 
 
 
(:02) 
 
 
 
 
 
(:12) 
 
5. MS OF STUDENT AS HE TURNS AND WALKS TOWARDS HALLWAY. 
 
 
 
(:02) 
 
 
 
 
 
(:14) 
 
CUT TO: 
6. MS OF STUDENT WALKING DOWN THE HALLWAY. 
 
 
 
 
 
(:06) 
 
 
6. VO: I needed a change in life, and applied to the Media and Arts programme, which is taught in English. 
 
 
 
 
 
(:20) 
 
7. MS OF STUDENT WALKING PAST POST-ERS. HE STOPS. 
 
 
(:02) 
  
 
(:22) 
 
8. CU OF POSTER DIS-PLAYING ADMISSION INFORMATION. 
 
 
 
 
 
(:03) 
 
8. VO: I remembered my first day like it was yesterday.  
FADE UP ON: 
SOUNDS: Plane noise 
 
 
 
 
 
(:25) 
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DISSOLVE TO FLASHBACK: 
9. WS OF STUDENT OUT-SIDE OF HELSINKI AIR-PORT. HOLDING A SUITCASE AND BACK-PACK. 
 
 
 
 
 
(:03) 
 
CROSSOVER: 
SOUNDS: Airport noise; planes, 
cars and suitcases dragging 
across the floor. 
 
9. VO: I was so nervous when I landed in Finland. I was so nerv-ous and even had to ask help for directions. But everyone was so nice.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(:34) 
 
MS OF STUDENT ASK-
ING FOR DIRECTIONS 
 
 
(:02) 
 
WS OF STUDENT GET-
TING INTO A BUS. 
 
 
(:04) 
 
CUT TO: 
10. WS OF STUDENT MEETING OTHER STU-DENTS AT THE WEL-COME DAY.  
 
 
 
 
(:07) 
 
SOUNDS: Chattering sounds 
 
10. VO: But all my anxiety left after the welcome day, it was nice to be surrounded by such diverse people. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(:44) 
 
CU OF STUDENT TALK-
ING TO OTHER STU-
DENTS. EXCHANGING 
HANDSHAKES. 
 
 
 
 
(:03) 
 
FADE TO PRESENT DAY: 
11. MS OF STUDENT WALKING DOWN HALL-WAY. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(:04) 
 
SOUNDS: Chattering sounds 
 
11. VO: As I made my way through the halls one last time, my mind drifted to moments that will stay with me forever. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(:52) 
 
12. MS OF STUDENT WALKING DOWN HALL-WAY  
 
 
(:04) 
 
12. VO: They say everyone wants to find themselves during university 
 
 
(:58) 
 
13. WS OF STUDENT WALKING PAST TWO CLASSROOMS. ONE CLASSROOM IS A MU-SIC CLASS. 
 
 
 
 
(:02) 
 
SOUNDS: Mumbles of teacher 
teaching class 
 
13. VO: I didn’t know whether I wanted to be a graphic designer, an animator or something else. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(:63) 
 
WS OF STUDENTS IN 
CLASSROOM. STU-
DENTS STUDYING 
GRAPHIC DESIGN. 
 
 
 
 
(:03) 
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DISSOLVE TO FLASHBACK: 
14. CU OF STUDENT ABOUT TO GIVE A PRESENTATION TO THE CLASS, HE LOOKS NERVOUS. 
 
 
 
 
 
(:03) 
 
 
14. VO: The sounds of the ongoing classes brought me back to when I had to give my first presenta-tion.   
SOUNDS: Mumbled talking from 
teacher 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(:68) 
 
MS OF TEACHER GIV-
ING HIM ENCOURAGE-
MENT. TEACHER 
GIVES A THUMBS UP. 
 
 
 
 
(:02) 
 
 
15. WS OF STUDENT GIV-ING PRESENTATION TO THE CLASS. SUB-JECT ABOUT UX DE-SIGN. 
 
 
 
 
(:03) 
 
FADE OUT: 
15. STUDENT: When conducting my 
research…  
 
 
 
 
(:71) 
 
CUT TO: 
16. CU OF STUDENT. STU-DENT IS PAINTING. 
 
 
 
(:04) 
 
16. VO: And although I took Interac-tive media, we were also allowed to take classes from the other study paths.  
 
 
 
 
 
(:77) 
 
CU OF PAINTING. 
 
(:02) 
 
DISSOLVE TO PRESENT: 
17. MS OF STUDENT, STILL WALKING DOWN HALLWAY. 
 
 
 
 
(:02) 
  
 
 
 
(:79) 
 
18. MS OF STUDENT WALKING PAST A WIN-DOW. 
 
 
(:03) 
 
18. VO: I thought about the times where I missed home 
 
 
(:82) 
 
DISSOLVE TO FLASHBACK: 
19. WS OF PUB. STUDENT AND FRIENDS ENTER. 
¨ 
 
 
(:02) 
 
SOUNDS: Door opening 
 
 
 
(:84) 
 
CUT TO: 
20. MS OF STUDENT SAT WITH FRIENDS DRINK-ING BEER. FOOTBALL FLAG IN THE BACK-GROUND ON WALL. 
 
 
 
 
 
(:03) 
 
 
20. VO: Turns out I was closer to home than I realised.   
 
 
 
 
 
(:87) 
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21. CU OF PINT GLASSES CLASHING TOGETHER 
AS THE STUDENT’S CHEER. 
 
 
(:02) 
SOUNDS: Glasses cling together 
21. STUDENTS: Kippis 
 
 
(:89) 
 
DISSOLVE TO PRESENT: 
22. MS OF STUDENT STANDING STILL. 
 
 
 
(:02) 
  
 
 
(:91) 
 
23. CU OF STUDENT’S HAND PICKING UP A BUSINESS CARD. 
 
 
 
(:04) 
 
23. VO: Finding that card, I began to think about the first client I got to work for, thanks to my studies.  
 
 
 
 
 
(:97) 
 
CU OF BUSINESS 
CARD. 
 
(:02) 
 
DISSOLVE TO PAST: 
24. WS OF STUDENT SHAKING HANDS WITH MAN IN SUIT. 
 
 
 
 
(:02) 
  
 
 
 
(:99) 
 
CUT TO: 
25. MS OF STUDENT WORKING ON A COM-PUTER, WITH CLIENT STOOD BEHIND HIM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(:04) 
 
SOUNDS: Background mumbles 
25. VO: And now I know there is in-deed a future after I graduate. FADE OUT: 
MUSIC: Guitar riff 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(:103) 
 
DISSOLVE TO PRESENT 
26. MS OF STUDENT TURNING CORNER TO FINAL CORRIDOR. 
 
 
 
 
(:04) 
 
FADE UP ON: 
MUSIC: Piano dramatic song 
26. VO: Then it hit me all at once as I rounded that final corner. 
 
 
 
 
(:107) 
 
27. WS OF TWO ROWS OF PEOPLE LINING THE CORRIDOR.  
 
 
 
(:03) 
  
 
 
(:110) 
 
28. CU OF STUDENT LOOKING SHOCKED. 
 
 
(:04) 
 
28. VO: The people I had connected with over the years were stood there. 
 
 
(:114) 
 
29. WS OF STUDENT WALKING THROUGH THE CROWD. 
 
 
(:02) 
  
 
(:116 
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30. CU OF STUDENT LOOKING TOWARDS EACH PERSON. 
 
(:02) 
 
(:118) 
 
31. CU OF CROWD MEM-BER. 
 
(:02) 
 
31. VO: It made me feel like I be-longed, that I had achieved something 
 
 
 
 
(:122) 
 
MS OF STUDENT 
WALKING THROUGH 
THE CROWD. 
 
 
(:02) 
 
32. CU OF STUDENT HALT-ING AT THE HALLWAY. 
 
 
(:02) 
 
32. VO: and now I’m ready for that next step in life 
 
 
(:124) 
 
33. WS OF STUDENT AS HE TURNS AROUND. HE STANDS THERE TO AN EMPTY CORRIDOR.  
 
 
 
 
(:03) 
  
 
 
 
(:127) 
 
34. CU OF STUDENT. HE SMILES. 
 
 
(:04) 
 
34. VO: and thanks to TAMK, my fu-
ture didn’t look so scary after all. 
 
 
(:131) 
 
35. WS OF STUDENT WALKING THROUGH THE MAIN ENTRANCE DOORS. 
 
 
 
(:03) 
  
 
 
(:134) 
 
CUT TO: 
36. MS OF DOORS OPEN-ING. STUDENT STEPS THROUGH. 
 
 
 
 
(:02) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(:136) 
 
37. CU OF FRIENDS WAIT-ING OUTSIDE FOR STUDENT. 
 
 
(:02) 
 
SOUNDS: Cheering 
 
 
(:138) 
 
38. MS OF STUDENT EM-BRACING HIS FRIENDS. 
 
 
(:04) 
 
 
 
 
(:142) 
 
39. WS OF STUDENT AND FRIENDS AND THE CAMPUS IN BACK-GROUND. 
 
 
 
(:02) 
  
 
 
(:144) 
 
PANS UP: 
40. WS OF CAMPUS.  
 
 
(:03) 
  
 
(:147) 
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FADE OUT: 
41. TAMK LOGO AND GRAPHICS ON SCREEN. 
 
 
 
(:05) 
 
FADE OUT: 
41. MUSIC: Piano song. 
 
 
 
(:152) 
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Appendix 4. Storyboards  
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Appendix 5. Survey for the audience  
https://forms.gle/Ptm5CmuBszLMARd78 
 
